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0. Introduction. The present paper is the latter one of twin papers on

invariant linear differential operators of Grassmann manifolds. In the former

one [9] we determined and clarified the structure of the algebra D(SG2tn-1(R)) of

invariant linear differential operators on the Grassmann manifold SG2tn-ι(R) of

oriented 2-planes in Rn+1 by exhibiting a set of generators with their simultane-

ous eigenspace decompositions.

The complex Grassmann manifold 6r2>Λ_1(C) defined as the totality of complex

2-planes passing through the origin of Cn+1, is known to be a symmetric space

of rank 2. Hence, the algebra Z>(6r2>Λ_1(Cf)) of invariant linear differential ope-

rators acting on O~(G2tn-ι(C), R) is generated by two differential operators,

where C°°(M, K) denotes the algebra of IΓ-valued C°°-functions defined on a

complex manifold M and K denotes either the real number field R or the com-

plex number field C.

The aim of the present paper lies, as in [9], in exhibiting a simultaneous

eigenspace decomposition of an explicit set of generators Δ£ and Δί of the al-

gebra D(G2tn^(C)).

Define

Sp(Pn(C)):= Σ S*''(Pn(C)) (direct sum),

S*(PΛ(C)): = Σ3 Sp(Pn(C)) (direct sum),

S**(Pn(C)): = Σ SW(P.(C)) (direct sum),

where Sk'l(Pn(C)) is the C°°(Pn(C), C)-module of complex (contravariant) sym-

metric tensor fields of bidegree (ky /) on the complex projective space Pn(C).

S**(Pn(C)) is a bigraded algebra over C°°(PW(C), C). We obtained in [8] the

following about the complex projecitve space (Pn(C)jgo) with prescribed stand-

ard Riemannian mteric£0:

(1) The eigenspace decomposition of Δ0 restricted to K**(Pn(C),gQ) is given,

Where Δ0 is the Lichnerowicz operator acting on S**(Pn(C)) and

is the bigraded C-subalgebra of S**(Pn(C)) defined as
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where JP '(P.(C)>Λ)=S* '(P.(C)) Π JP(P.(C),Λ) for ^>=6+/ and
is the C-submodule in Sp(Pn(C)) linearly generated by the totality of p-th sym-
metric tensor products of Killing vector fields on (PΛ(C),£0).

(2) Denote by Δ£ the Laplace-Beltrami operator on (G^n-^C),^), where
g1 is the standard metric on G29H-ι(C). Then ΔO is related to the Lichnerowicz
operator Δ0 through the Radon transform

by the formula:

for ξ eS**(PΛ(C)).

(3) The eigenspace decomposition in (1) is transferred to that of Δ£ by
means of the Radon transform.

In the present paper a new differential operator ΔI on S**(Pn(C)) with
properties analogous to (1), (2) and (3) above is constructed. Especially, it is
shown that Δ£ togeher with Δ* generates the algebra D(G2tn-ι(C)). In the
section 1 we recall the results obtained in [8] with some improvements. Δ: is
defined at the end of the section 1. In the section 2 the eigenspace decomposi-
tion of Δ! restricted to K**(Pn(C)yg0) is obtained. Δ£ and Δ* together with
their simultaneous eigenspace decomposition are studied in the section 3.

1. Fundamental operators. Let M be a complex manifold of complex

dimension n. Denote by EP(M) the C°°(M, C)-module of complex linear dif-
ferential operators of order at most p. Put

E*(M)\ = U EP(M).
P^

E*(M) will be abbreviated as E(M).
Let Sktl(M) be the C°°(M, C)-module of complex symmetric tensor fields

of bidegree (k, /) on M.
Define

S'(M) := Σ S" l(M) (direct sum) ,
k+ι=p

S*(M): = "ΣSP(M) (direct sum),
0s?°

S**(M) := Σ S* '(M) (direct sum) .
Jfe,/^0

S**(M) is a bigraded C°°(M, C)-algebra.
Denote the symbol operator of degree p by

σp : EP(M) =>Dt-* σp(D) e S*(M) ,
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where <rp(D) is the symbol tensor field of D.
Let

i*: Ep-\M)-*Ep(M)

be the canonical injection. Then we obtain a short exact sequence of C°°(M, C)-
modules:

i, σp

0 -> EP~\M) -i E*(M) -> S*(M) -> 0 .

Put

L*(M) := U ϋf(M),
«efr

where we set

ίl7« »(M) for j^-1,
= i {0} farfS-2.

L*(M) is not only a filtered associative algebra over C with respect to the product
of operators, it is a filtered Lie algebra over C (cf. [8]) for the bracket product

[A, D2] : = A A— A A . In fact we have

[Ep(M)> Eq(M)]dEp+«-\M) .

S*(M) is canonically C-isomorphic to the associated graded Lie algebra

Gr(L*(M)):

sum)
ί^O

- Σ L\M)IL<-\M) (direct sum) - Gr(Z,*(M)) ,
<?e^

as Sp(M)^Ep-\M}IEp-2(M] for p^O. Hence, the bracket product in S*(M)
inherited from that of L*(M) through the isomorphism S*(M)^6rr(Z/*(M)) is
given by

where D^EP(M) and D2<ΞEP(M) are chosen so that f = ̂ (A) and -η=σq(D2).
For a compact Kahlerian manifold (M,g)y Sktl(M) is equipped with a posi-

tive definite Hermitian inner product defined by

(1.1) (?, 17) = *! /! J <f,

where < , > is the pointwise inner product associated with the metric g and
dσ is the canonical volume element.

Let P=P(M, G) be a differentiable principal bundle on a differentiable
manifold M with Lie group G as its fibre. Let E°(P) be the totality of G-invari-
ant complex linear differential operators on P. EG(P) is a C-subalgebra of
E(P) if we regard E(P) as an algebra over C.
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Lemma LI. (cf. [5] and [7]).

where J is the two-sided ideal in EG(P) generated by G-invariant vertical vector fields

on P.
Applying Lemma 1.1 to the Hopf fibering

φ:

with fibre S1, we obtain an isomorphism

(1.2) πff: Es\S2»+i)/

where J is as in Lemma 1.1 the two-sided ideal in Esl(S2n+1) generated by Sl-
invariant vertical vector fields.

Lemma 1.2 ([6]). Let M{ (i=l,2) be differentiable manifolds. There are

subalgebras E(Mf) (/=!, 2) of E(M1xM2) canonically isomorphic to E(M ) re-
spectively, each one of which is the centralizer of the other in E(MlxM2).

Let

(1.3) ι: S2n+1-+Cn+l-{0}

be the canonical imbedding whose image is the unit sphere: {#=(2°, zl, •••, #n)e
C"+1-{0} |r2=l}, where r2=ΣLo ***'•

CΛ+1-{0} can be regarded as a product bundle on S2n+1 with R as its fibre.
Thus as an application of Lemma 1.2, the existence of

E(S2n+1) := {D<ΞE(Cn+1-{0})\ [Z>, r2] = 0 and [D, 9/8(r2)] = 0}

as a subalgebra of E(Cn+1- {0} ) and of an isomorphism

ϊ:

is assured.
Connecting πff in (1.2) with 1 above, we obtain an isomorphism

(1.4) *': E(Pn(C))-»E\Pn(C))/(τ) ,

where E\Pn(C)) is a subalgebra of E(S2n+1) defined as the image of Es\Pn(C))
by the isomorphism ϊ . Here (T) is a two-sided ideal in E\Pn(C)) defined as
the image of ,7 in (1.2) by 7. (T) is generated by the ^-invariant vertical vector
field:

where ?=Σα-o zaQjQza and f=ΣΪ-o zaQfQza [8]. Here we have
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with

= E»(C"+1-{0})Γ(E\PΛ(C)) .

Notice that ττ is an infinitensimal generator of the ^-action of isometrics
on S2n+1 given by the multiplication of z^C with \z\ = 1.

Put

(&)*(Pn(C)) := g σ>(&y(Pu(C)) (direct sum) .

Then we have an isomorphism

(1-5) *J: S*(F.(Cf))-(St)*(Λ(C))/(τ). ,

where (r), is the two-sided ideal in (S*)*(Pn(C)) generated by

with ?,=Σ!2-o *'9/9*α and ?f=Σϊ-o ̂ 9/9^α.

REMARK. When we regard an element ζ^(E1f)1(Pn(C)) as an element of
(St)1(Pn(C)), we distinguish it from ζ just by putting a subscript s as ζ$ above.
We need such a distinction specifically in (3) and (4) of Definition 1.3.

A representative in E\Pn(C)) of D^E(PJ(C)) under the identification
(1.4) will be denoted by Z)r in the following. Similarly, a representative in
(Sf)*(Prt(C)) of f eS*(P.(C)) will be denoted by f.

Lemma 1.3. ?<ΞS*(C"'+1-{0}) fe&mgf to (&)*(Pn(C)) if and only if

Proof. This is obvious from the construction of (St)*(PM(Cf)). Q.E.D.

DEFINITION 1.1. Define

(&)**(PΛ(C)) := Σ (Sγ+ί(Pn(C)) nS*+'(C»+MO}) (direct sum) .
k,l^Q

Lemma 1.4. There is a canonical isomorphism φ of the bigraded algebras

where the map φ is the restriction of the inverse of the isomorphism π\ in (1.5) to
(&)**(Pn(C)).

Proof. Both of the surjectivity and the triviality of the kernel of φ are
proved in [8; Lemma 1.3].

Q.E.D.
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From now on, every ξ&Sk'l(Cn+1-{0}) with components f*r A" 5 e

C~(C*+1-{0}) will be identified with a function on the cotangent bundle T*(Ctt+1-

{0}):

(1.6) ι ,

where «;f.'ί(0^i^n) together with W^s(0^j^n) are regarded as the current
coordinates in

where Γ*(Cn+1-{0})(M) is the cotangent space at (*, z)&Cn+1-{Q}. Namely, we
regard a contravariant symmetric tensor field of bidegree (k, /) as a homogeneous
polynomial of bidegree (k, /) with respect to the variables w?s and W?s.

Denote by E(CH+1-{0}) the set of all linear differential operators of 4(w+l)
variables *°, •••, **, z°, ••-, zn, wQy •••, «;„, fZJ0, •••, w;Λ, the coefficients of which are
C°° with respect to the variables %*' s and zj)s on Cn+1-{0} and are homogeneous
polynomials with respect to the variables α /s and Wj's (0<Ξ,i,j^ri). An element

of E(Cn+l- {0} ) can be regarded as a linear differential operator acting on
{0}) in virtue of the identification (1.6).

We also remark that

EXAMPLES. ξβ and ξs in (1.4) and τ\ in (1.5) are reexpressed as follows:

and

Lemma 1.5. (1) £e(S)* '(Cβ+l-{0}) defof^f to (S1)*1'̂ .̂ ) if and only if

(iϋ) Σ:.o^8f/8^=«, (iv) ΣZ-o
(2) // f e (St)*''(-PB(C')), ίAew we Aαwe necessarily

β = kξ, ± Wadξldwa = Iξ
β=0

Proof. (1) (i)~(iv) follow from Lemma 1.3 if |e(St)*'/(Pn(Cf)). In vir-
tue of (1.6) we can regard ξ^(S^)k>l(Pn(C)) as a homogeneous function of homo-
geneous degree k and / with respect to the variables w and W, respectively. The
two identities in (2) follow from this fact by Euler's theorem. Q.E.D.

DEFINITION 1.2. (1) Denote by / the left ideal in E(Cn+1-{Q}) generated
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by the following four linear differential operators:

(i) £—Σϊ-o «fc8/8wβ> (ii) ?-Σ!-o Wad/dWa,
(ϋi) (1/r2) Σ:-o£8/8w., (iv) (1/r2) ΣS-o «*8/8wβ.

(2) We denote by EO(Pn(C)) the normalizer of / in J^(Cn+1-{0» viewed
as a Lie algebra, i.e.,

Lemma 1.6. De^(C"+1-{0}) preserves (&)**(Pn(C)) if and only if D(=

Proof. The assertion is obtained by expressing Lemma 1.5 (1) in terms

of EO(Pa(C)). Q.E.D.
Put

Then 70 is easily proved to be a two-sided ideal in EO(Pn(C)) and

EO(Pn(C)} := iθ(PB(C))//0

is regarded as an algebra of linear differential operators acting on S**(PΛ(C)).

DEFINITION 1.3. Put
(1) (T*γ := 2
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5) 9r := -
(6) 9t := -ΣJ-o 92/9zB9δ;J-Σϊ.o(?s/r2)92/9a;<I9«;(t ,
(7) «... := V-l(* 8/8*»-β*8/82 ) ,
(8) /eβft := v

/^ϊ(^9/92'-z»9/9fa+M;'I9/9M;»— wbd/dwa),
where O^α, b^n.

Lemma 1.7. (1) (Γ*)t ΰ an element of EO(Pn(C))r\(SJ(Pn(C)). T\

(3*)\ @*γ, 9T, 9f, ξ and ξ are element of EO(Pn(C)),

(2) «„,» ΰ β» ί/emewiί of EO(PH(C)) Π E\Pn(C)),

(3) Λαjί w α« efewimί o/ EO(Pn(C)},

where Q^a, b^n.

Proof. (1) These properties can be verified immediately. (2) is an im-
mediate consequence of Lemma 1.5 (1). (3) is verified by examining the bracket

v

products of κ0tb with the four generators of /, respectively. Q.E.D.
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Denote by κftb and κ*tb the adjoint operator of κtttb with respect to the
Hermitian inner product defined on C°°(Pn(C)) and the adjoint operator of κΛtb

with respect to the canonical Hermitian inner product defined on (St)**(Pn(C)),
respectively.

Lemma 1.8.
(1) κf>b=—κbtaand (2) *?.»=—£*.,.

Proof. These follow immediately from their definitions, respectively.
Q.E.D.

Lemma 1.9. (1) r1 can be expressed as follows :

τf = Σ *«,«
β=0

(2) Each of Hatb(Q^a, b^>n, a=£b) satisfies

for fτe(St)*(PM(C)), where the bracket in the left-hand side is the bracket product
Pn(C)).
(3) Put

V

T := Σ *«,«
β=0

Then

Proof. This can be verified immediately. Q.E.D.

DEFINITION 1.4. (1) Define Aje^^P^C)) by

ΔS = Σ κ*.bκa b+ Σ *a bi**.b .
β,* = 0 β,i=0

(2) Define Δ5eiδ(Pn(C)) by

ΔJ = Σ K*blίatb+ Σ Katb**b .
β,ί = 0 «,* = 0

Lemma 1.10. (1) ΔJ in Definition 1.4(1) w α representative in E\Pn(C))
modulo (T) of the Laplace-Beltrami operator Δ0 on (Pn(C), g0).

(2) ΔJ in Definition 1.4 (2) is a representative in EO(Pn(C)) modulo IQ of
the Lίchnerowicz operator Δ0 acting on (St)**(Pn(C)) (cf. [8]̂ . 123~129/or the
definition of the Lichnerowkz operator).

Proof. (1) By a direct calcluation we have
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Σ «J>..,+ Σ *..ι**» = ~4 Σ (f δ^-Λ g Jθ /arts*

+2» Σ zadjdzβ+2n Σ iί9/9«ί-2(τt)2.
α=0 4=0

This operator satisfies the following three conditions:
(1) its symbol tensor field coincides with —gl modulo (r),; (ii) it is a

selfadjoint linear differential operator; (iii) it annihilates constant functions.
Such an operator must be a representative of the Laplace-Beltrami operator.

(2) A representative Δl^EO(Pn(C)) of the Lichnerowicz operator Δ0 is
given by (c.f. [8] Lemma 2.13)

where (δ*)t:=(a*)t+(8*)t and δτ: = 8τ+8τ are representatives of δ*: = 9*+3*
resp. δ: = 9+5. (Compare with [8] pp. 137~139 for the representatives of Δ0,
δ*, and δ, where representatives of these operators are treated in a slightly dif-
ferent manner from the present paper). By direct calculations we can verify

n

ΔQ = Σ (^,b^atb~\~^atb^.b) modulo /0 .

Q.E.D.

DEFINITION 1.5. Define
(1) an endomorphism S of bidegree (—!,—!) on the bigraded algebra

s = Δiτ*-\kιl>1

on (&)a(Pn(C)), where in general

λ*.,.,, = 4{(2k-m)n+3tf+l2-2kl-(m+-i)(k+l)+m2+2m}

for k, I, m^O, (k, I, m<=Z),

(2) β*:-4»ι(m+l)(Γ*)t+2(8t)*(3t)* for jn^l (meZ),

(3) A* := (Π"-ι 5f)(r)m (Af=id.) for m^l (meZ) .

DEFINITION 1.6. (1) (K*)*(Pn(C), g0) is the graded C-subalgebra of
(S*)*(Pn(C)) generated by «4>4 (O^β, b^n), i.e.,

) (direct sum),

where

(2) Define
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(JΓ)**(P.(C), A) : = ̂ (KΎ '(P,(C),go) (direct sum) ,

where

(j?γ \pn(C),g0):=(i?γ+>(pn(C),g0)n(sγ>>(pa(C)).
(K*)**(Pn(C),g<,) is a bigraded C-subalgebra of (S*)**(Pn(C))

Theorem 1.1. ([8] p. 136) (1) We have

fork* I.
(2) (JΓ)**(P,,(C),Λ) is generated by >ca,,c<l^(^)1'\Pn(C)>So) (O^a, b, c, d

), where

DEFINITION 1.7. (1) Denote by (Γ*)J the restriction of (T*/ to (^f)**
(PB(C), Λ). Notice that (Γ*)J ^resαvef (JfO**(Λ(C), ft).

(2) Denote the image of (Γ*)J by Im (Γ*)J (c(«:t)**('P»(C'),^o)) and de-
note the orthogonal complement of Im (Γ*)J in (K*)**(Pn(C), g0) by P**(PΛ

(C),Λ).
Thus we have

and P**(Pn(C), 0̂) has a bigradation:

P**(P.(C), A) =4ΣoP* l(P.(C), A) (direct sum) ,

where

Lemma 1.11. ([8] p. 147, Lemma 4.2.) (1) The endomorphism S leaves
(&)**(Pn(C),go) invariant.

(2) A%(k^Q) also leaves (JΓ)**(PB(C),£0) invariant.
Denote the canonical projection by

Π0: (&)**(P.(C),go) - P**(P.(C), A) .

Π0 can be proved to be commutative with Δ0.

Put

Cί:

CS'ί satisfy
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n - 0(m+iγ
on (Kγ *(P.(C),g9),
where \k>m:=\ktk>m=4{(2k-m)n+2k2-2(m+l)k+m2+2m}.

DEFINITION 1.8. (1) Define an operator

p .= n+2k-2m-2 ± (-i)''m(n+2k—ί— m—3)! c,Hi

*'" ' ml (n+2k-m-2)\ (=i 22i(i\)2 (»—«)! w+1

: Λ **(P.(C)) -» P**(P»(C)) for ̂ m^O .

(2) Denote the image of the map Pft Λ by Ek m. Notice that ΔJ preserves

(K*)**(PΛ(C)9gQ).

Theorem 1.2. (c.f. [8]) Λ^ί Λ αwrf m be as in Definition 1.8,

(1) ΔαP*f.=λ*tΛf.<w(JΠ* *(^.(C).Λ)
(2) Each EktVΛ is non-trivial under the assumption n^3.
(3) We have direct sum decompositions :

Σ

yield the eigenspace decomposition of the restriction of ΔJ on (JK"t)**(Pn

DENINITION 1.9. Define

(i) z>β}C(( := ί Σ:./.,.*.O
(2) ΔI := |̂ Σϊ.ί.c.ί
(3) The linear differential operator on S**(Pn(C)} corresponding to Δj is

denoted by ΔI.

Theorem 1.3.
(1) [«Λ,},ΔJ]=0. (2) [*..„ Δfl=0.

Proof. These identities follow easily from their definitions. Q.E.D.

Theorem 1.4. ΔJ and Δί commute with the operators introduced in De-
finition 13 as follows:

(1) [(Γ*)t,Δt]=0, (2) [nΔt]=0,

(3) [(8*)', Δt]=0, (4) [9t,Δt]=0,

(5) [(S*)t,Δj]=0, (6) [5',ΔI]=0,
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(« =o, i).
Proof. From Definition 1.3 we obtain these formulae immediately (cf. [8]

pp. 54~55 and p. 59). Q.E.D.

2. The simultaneous eigenspace decomposition of Δ0 and A1 on
K**(Pn(C), g0). In this section we assume w+1^4, where n is the complex
dimension of Pn(C).

Theorem 2.1. Δj can be expressed as follows :

Δί = -2(T*γT^l+(pn+2kl-2p)^-S(T*γ)\r)2

2(«+2/-2)(S*)t3t-2(»+2£-2)(3*)tat+8((/>-2)»+#!

+l2-3p+4)(T*yT*-4k(n+l-2)((k-l)n+k>

P-kl-2k+ l)-V(n+k-2) ((/- l)n+#+P-kl-2l+ 1)

Proof. From the definition of Δj in 1 and Definition 1.3 we can obtain the
required relation by direct calculations. Q.E.D.

Corollary. Restricting the action of Δί to (St)* *(PB(C))J we obtain the
reduced form of Theorem 2.1 :

Δ! = -2(T*γFAl+2k(n+2k-2)Δl-8((T*γγ(Tγ-

) -2((9*)t(δ*)t+ (β*γ(d*γ) T -

-8k(n+k-2)(k-l)(n+k-l) .

Lemma 2.1 Δί and S satisfy

-2(ra+2Λ-l)(9t(9*)t+(a)t(0*)t)-2((e*)tΓ(9*)t

+(9*)tΓt(g*)t) on

Proof. From Definition 1.5 (1), we can express (T*)*S in terms of fun-
damental operators. Eliminating the first term of the right-hand side in the
formula in Theorem 2.1, we obtain the required relation. Q.E.D.

Theorem 2.2. We have

as the eigenspace decomposition of Δj restricted to (K*)k'k(Pn(C),gQ), where μktm—
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8(Λ-m) (k+ 1) (n+ k+ 1) (n+k-m-2).

Proof. Restricting Δj on Ekt1Λy we obtain in virtue of Lemma 2.1

Δί = 2(Λ+ !)(«+*-

which coincides with the desired value μktm. Q.E.D.

3. The Radon transform and D(G2n-ι(C)). In this section we also as-
sume n+1^4. Denote by W2(Cn+1) the Stiefel manifold of all 2-frames in Cn+ί

and denote by V2(Cn+1) the submanifold of W2(C*+1) defined as the totality of
orthonormal 2-frames with respect to the standard Hermitian metric g on Cn+ί.
V2(Cn+1) is identified with a homogeneous space :

U(n+l)/U(n-ί) .

Denote by G2tH-ι(C) the Grassmann manifold of all complex 2-planes pas-
sing through the origin of Cn+1. As is well known, ί?2rt_1(C) is identified with a
homogeneous space

V2(C*+1) can be regarded as a principal bundle on the complex Grassmann
manifold 6r2tΛ-1(C) with structure group C/(2), where the projection πv is defined
canonically.

Applying Lemma 1.1 to the principal bundle

with U(2) as its fibre, we obtain an isomorphism:

(3.1V

where J is the two-sided ideal in EU(2)(V2(Cn+1)) generated by Z7(2)-invariant
vertical vector fields. On the other hand, there is a polar decomposition of
the Stiefel manifold W2(Cn+1):

(3.2) W2(C»+1)^Hϊ x F2(C
Λ+1) ,

where H\ is the space of positive definite 2x2 Hermitian matrices [8]. Denote
by πv: W2(Cn+1)-+V2(Cn+1) the canonical projection to the second factor of
(3.2).

Put p2P :=<««, fffl>, where 0^α,£^l, ί=(ffβ,ffι)elF2(C*+1) and <, >
denotes the pointwise inner product as introduced in (1.1). The positive defi-

nite square root matrix (pΛtβ) of (pίβ) is called the radial part of q, which can
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be regarded as the Hi part of q in the polar decomposition (3.2). In virtue of
Lemma 1.2 the polar decomposition (3.2) assures the existence of two subal-
gebras, each one of which is the centralizer of the other in E(W2(Cn+l)) and the
second one of which is canonically isomorphic to E(V2(Cn+l)}. Thus a linear
differential operator D ̂  E(V2(Cn+1)) can be represented by a linear differential
operator Dn e E( W2(Cn+1)) satisfying

(3.3) [D" P2 J = 0 and [D", - - ] = 0 (0<S«, β£ 1) .
°P«β

The totality of such operators in E(W2(C*+1)) is designated as En(V2(Cn+1)).
Similarly, we have an isomorphism:

(3.1V S(0^ι(C))^(^^Γ(y^^lW^ >

where (Eu&γ\V2(Cn+l)) is the subalgebra of En(V2(Cn+1)), which is canonically
isomorphic to Eu^(V2(Cn+1)) and Jn is the ideal in (Eu^\V2(Cn+l)) corre-
sponding to Jin (3.1)v.

To an arbitrary element q^W2(Cn+ί) corresponds a linear isometric im-

bedding ^:(C2-{0},ί*^o)c->(C'n+1-{0},<?o), where g0 is the metric in Cβ+1-{0}
defined as

-_j_.
60 — 9 6 >

where g is the canonical flat metric in Cn+1 and r2 is as in (1.3).
Let ζ be a contravariant tensor field on a Riemannian manifold. We denote

by f* the corresponding covariant tensor field. Conversely, if ξ is a covariant
tensor field, we denote by ξ* the coresponding contravariant tensor field. A con-
travariant symmetric tensor field ξ defined on (Cn+l- {0} , gQ) induces a contra-
variant symmetric tensor field ((ιq)*ξ*)* on (C^- fO}, ιfgQ) through the above im-
bedding ιq. Fundamental differential operators of (St)**(P1(C)) will be denoted
by lower index 1, e.g., Tίy (δf ) .

DEFINITION 3.1. Define the Radon transform

Λ : (S')**(PM(C)) - C-(G2tn^(C\ C)

by
(Γί)*((O*(n*)*^ (*=/)
0 (ftΦ/)

for f SίSO^'ίΛίC)), where Γ=3rFίrIΓ(ί) for q^W2(Cn+l) and Vol (53) is the total
volume of the standard sphere 53. The corresponding map

Λ : S**(PΛ(C)) - €-(0^(0), C)

is also called the Radon transform.
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Notice that behind the naturality of such a definition of the Radon trans-
form lies a fact that the Hopf fibering φ in (1.2) is a Riemannian submersion.

Letp=(p0, Pι)<ΞF2(CM+1). Put Pab=pa,p\-paιpl where p^Σi-opie. for

a fixed orthonormal basis (eQy ••-,£„) in (C*+1,£o) We can easily verify that

{Pab\Q<^a, b^n^a^b} determined by a frame p^V2(Cn+1) is called a sys-
tem of normalized PlUcker coordinates of the 2-plane spanned by the frame p.

Theorem 3.1. (1) The image of (l?)**(Pn(C),g0) by the Radon trans-
form is the subalgebra of C°°(ί?2>Λ_1(C'), (C) generated by the totality of products
pabpcdιs (θ5j<z<δ^« and 0^c<.d^n). It is uniformly dense in C°°(G2tn^ι(C))C).

(2) The kernel of the Radon transform restricted to K**(PΛ(C),g0) * the
ideal generated by g*/2— 1.

Proof. Both of (1) and (2) were proved in [8] as the basic properties of
the Radon transform (cf. p. 150~p. 153 in [8]). Q.E.D.

DEFINITION 3.2. Define

(1)

(4) Δf :— — y]n

 b i(D\ <f)*Z)Λλ rf+OΛA d(DΛ

b </)*}

t=E\W2(Cn+l)).

Lemma 3.1. wfcatb(0^a<b^n) and wΔ$(i=Q, 1) belong to
(V2(Cn+1)) and each of them is a representative of some linear differential opera-

tor in E(G2tn^(C}).

Proof. We can verify by routine calculations that these operators satisfy
the equations (3.3) . Moreover, these operators can be proved to be GL(2, C)-

invariant by direct caluclations. Thus our second assertions follow from (3.1) .̂

Q.E.D.

DEFINITION 3.3. Denote by ίcaιb(Q^a<b^ri) and Δf(*'=0.1) the linear
differential operators belonginsg to E(G2tn^(C)} whose representatives in

E(W2(Cn+l)) are Wκ0tb and WΔ? (z—0, 1), respectively. Denote by^ the canonical
[/(/*+l)-invariant metric on G^-^C).

Notice that
(1) !catb is a Killing vector field on (£2f«-i(C)»&)- (2) Δo is the Laplace-

Beltrami operator on (ί?2,»-ι(C')>5fι) In virtue of Lemma 3.1, for (1) it is fuffi-
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cient to show that wica,b& are infinitesimal generators of the action of U(n-\-V)
on W2(C) and this can be immediately chekced. The second proof of them
to be Killing is obtained in conjunction with (2) as follows: WΔ£ is expressed
explicitly as

WΔ0

Λ = -4 Σ! (
a,b=0

+2«Σ Σ
o>=0 σ=0

where ((p2)*β) is the inverse matrix of (plβ). «Aί can be proved to be a represen-
tative of the Laplacian on (G^-^C)),^), for the proof of which we refer to
Lemma 3.4 of [8]. A vector field on a Riemannian manifold is Killing if and
only if it commutes with the Laplace Beltrami operator (cf. [7]) and we have
[tΛ,*> wΔo]=Q by direct calculation. The second proof of (1) follows from this
fact immediately.

Theorem 3.2. The U(n-\-V)-actions commute with the Radon transform.
Namely,

Λ po = Pi Λ ,

where ρQ and ρί are the natural representation of U(n+ί) on (St)**(PΛ(C
f)) and

on C°°(£?2. ̂ (C), C), respectively.

Proof. This follows from the definition of the Radon transform obviously.
Q.E.D.

Corollary.

where o7

te(St)**(Pn(Cf)) is the unique representative of rj<ΞS**(Pn(C)).

Proof. In virtue of Lemma 1.9 (2) our assertion is the infinitesimal version
of Theorem 3.2. Note that the uniqueness of the representative follows from
Lemma 1.4. Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.3. Let 97

te(St)**(Pn(Cf)) be a representative of
and (r?Y the Radon transform of if. Then

(1)
(2)

Proof. In virtue of Definition 3.1, Definition 3.2 and Definition 3.3, the
assertions follow from Corollary above. Q.E.D.

DEFINITION 3.4. (1) Denote by E^m the image of EktM by the Radon
transform.
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(2) Denote by D(G2ttί-l(C)) the algebra of the totality of C/(n+l)-invariant

differential operators acting on C00(C2>n_1(C), R) [3].
The eigenvalues of Δ£ and Δί^ restricted to Ek,m coincide with λ* fW and

μkmy respectively. These are direct consequences of Theorem 3.3.

Main theorem. (1) Δf, together with Δ* generates D(G2>n^(C)). (2)

Each Ek.m(k^m^Q) is a U(n+l)-irreducible representation subspace of O°°(G2 n-ι
'

Proof. Notice first that Δ^(z=0, 1) preserve C°°(G2tn^l(C), R) and they

can be regarded as elements belonging to D(G2tΛ-ly (C)).

(1) It is known that D(G2ιn.1(C)) is generated by two invariant linear differ-

ential operators of order 2 and 4, respectively (cf. [3]). It remains to show that
Δf (/=!, 2) are algebraically independent over the field of real numbers.

Now suppose that

/(Δ0

Λ, Δf) = 0 ,

where f(x, y) is an irreducible real polynomial in two variables. Then we

have

where ξ is a non-trivial element of Ek.m. Therefore we have

We can deduce from this that the left-hand side of the equality above vanishes
as a polynomial of two real variables k and m. By the chain rule, we obtain

u 4 . . f> „ ϊμk m>+~dk~ ~d(Xk'm> μk m> =

As we can prove the non-vanishing of the determinant of the coefficient matrix
of the simultaneous euqations above for sufficiently large values of the indices

k and m by direct calculations, we can conclude that there exist k0 and mQ such
that

= Q and k.m> k.m == Q

Qx Qy

for k^kQ and m^mQ. This means that the real algebraic curve defined by

f(x,y)=Q has an infinite number of singular points in virtue of the following
lemma. This is a contradiction.

In ordr to prove (2) we also need the following
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Lemma 3.2. \ktm—^k',m' and μ>k,m—μk',m' tf and only if

k — kr and m = m'.

Proof. Assume that \k,m—~λ>k'm' and μ>k,m=μ>k'tm'>

Put φ(t)=t2+(n—2)t, Then

\k>m = 4 (φ(k-m)+k(n+k))

and

μvm = φ(k-m)φ(k+l) = <p(k+l){4\kt1tt-k(n+k)}.

If we substitute this into

μ>k,m = Pk',m' >

we obtain

(k-kf)(n+k+kf){4\k^^-φ(k+l)-kr(n+kf)} = 0.

From this we can verify the assertion. Q.E.D.

Proof of (2) in Main theorem. From Lemma 3.2, E£>m is concluded to

be a maximal simultaneous eigenspace with eigenvalue \ktfn and μk%m of Δ£ and

Δf, respectively. The irreducibility of the space follows from a known re-

sult (cf. [3]). Q.E.D.
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